Recommended Apps for Kids
ABC’s & 123’s
ABC Actions
Videos illustrate action words to help
children learn their meaning.

Alphabeasties Amazing Activities
Interactive, animal-inspired games help
children learn the alphabet.

$2.99
Count to 10
Interactive games help children learn to
recognize and draw numbers 1-10.

$3.99
Endless Alphabet
Arrange letters to unlock an amusing
animation that illustrates the word.

$2.99
$2.99
Endless Numbers
Games and animation teach numbers and
addition.

FREE – IAP
$8.99
Intro to Math
Illustrated wood blocks help kids learn to
count and recognize numbers.

FREE – IAP
FREE – IAP
LetterSchool
Three steps (tap, trace, write) teach how
to write letters.
$4.99

$3.96

$4.99

FREE

10 Fingers +

Play games by placing the correct number
of fingers on the screen.

$1.99

$1.80

READING & LITERACY
Adventures of Captain Underpants
An interactive eBook of the popular story
that includes games.

Boum
A wordless tale that unfolds as you scroll
through it.

Chomp
The child becomes the star of this
interactive story.

$2.99
$3.40
David Wiesner’s Spot
Pinch and zoom to explore worlds basedon
Wiesner’s illustrations.

$2.99
FREE – IAP
Goldilocks and Little Bear
While Goldilocks is eating porridge in his
home, Little Bear is at her house.

$4.99
Janosch: The Trip to Panama
Follow the story and play games as you
travel to Panama with Tiger and Bear.

$4.99
Little Red Riding Hood
Interactive and allows readers to choose
different paths to create different stories.

$3.99
$3.62
Love, the app
Award-winning app recreates the creative
design and story of the beloved book.

$4.99
Pigeon Presents: Mo…on the Go
Come play with Piggy, Elephant and other
characters from Mo Willems’ world.

$4.99
Wuwu & Co.
Read the book, or pick up the iPad and
explore Wuwu’s world.

$4.99

$3.99
IAP: In App Purchases

$5.99

IAP: In App Purchases

CODING & S.T.E.A.M.
Attributes
Learn to sort objects based on similarities
and differences.

Bats! Furry Fliers of the Night
3-D animated book teaches kids about
where bats live, how they “see” and fly.

$2.99
Chemist lite
A portable chemistry lab demonstrates
reactions and chemistry equations.

$2.99
Dexteria Dots
Move the dots to visually learn about
addition and subtraction.

FREE
FREE
Dragonbox Algebra 5+
Interactive games teach basic algebraic
concepts.

$2.99
The Human Body (by Tinybop)
Colorfully illustrated and animated
exploration of the human body.

$4.99
$4.99
Lightbot
A fun game that teaches the basic
concepts of coding.

$3.99
Little Fox Music Box
Interactive scenes that illustrate children’s
songs, like Old MacDonald.

$2.99
$2.99
Moonbeeps: Fireflies
Catch fireflies, explore the forest and
search for the elusive luna moth.

$2.99
$2.99
Montessori Math
Uses counting blocks and other tools to
visualize addition and subtraction.

$2.99
$0.99
Motion Math: Fractions!
Put fractions, decimals and %’s in the
correct place on the number line to win.

$4.99
$3.99
Sketchbook Pro
Take pictures that look like drawings,
cartoons and oil paintings.

$1.99
$3.99
Plants (Kids Discover)
Images, videos and interactive diagrams
teach kids about plants.

FREE – IAP
FREE – IAP
Pocket Code
Create simple games and learn the basics
of coding.
FREE

$2.99
ScratchJr
Kids learn to code by creating their own
stories and games.

Swift Playgrounds
Learn to code in Swift, the language used
to create apps for the iPhone and iPad.

FREE
FREE
TinkerBox
Build machines to solve physics puzzles.
Angry Birds for aspiring engineers.

FREE
Whack a Bone
A pirate parrot teaches the names of the
major bones in the human skeleton.

FREE

IAP: In App Purchases

$0.99

$0.99

